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In this chapter I provide a framework for understanding the present
status and likeþ future development of the academic disciplines. There
are many who believe that the intellecnral world is today in a special fer-
meng one that will transcend disciplines in ways hitherto unimagined.
By contrast, I shall argue that there is litde new about current interdisci-
plinary ferment and thag absent major change in the social structu¡e of
the university, there is little likelihood that the disciptinary system \Milr
change much. Insofar as the depanrnental and major strucûüe remains
inacg ttre .h""grg demographics and resource dependencies of the uni-
versity will have litde fundamental impact on the conducr of academic
research in the disciplines. By contrast, the long-established strategies of
researchers for establishing prominent positions within theiÈ specialty
fields will continue to have important effects on ttre conduct of research

'-4nd the development of the disciplines. For rhis reason, it is essential to
'understand the logic of career-building v¡ithin the context of disciplinary
organization.

The first fou¡ sections of this chapter esablish the theoretical bases
for -y argument.r The finat one examines the empirical premises for ex-
pecting social strucn¡ral change that could undermine the system,in the
future. Here I wilt focus primarily on the probable consequences of fir-
ther massification of enrollments and capitalist ration¡lization of knowl-
edge production.

My argument d¡aws somewhat on theoretical conceptions developed
elsewhere, but I shall summarize them here as necessary. r wilr focus
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principally on the social sciences and humanities, since these fields share
a common position in the larger r:niversity. None of them is more than
marginally an applied field and none of them, with the possible excep-
tion of economics, is the .recipient of the massive infi:sions of cash that
tend to dictate the directions of the natural sciences. I am also more fa-
miliar with these disciplines, and in particular with the social sciences.

I begin by underscoring the unusual quality of the American discipli-
nary system as a social structure. I then examine it as a cultu¡al system, a
discussion that leads naturally into a brief cotnment on the history of in-
terdisciplinarity. On the basis of these analyses, I can assess the overall
strengths and weaknesses of the division of labor embodied in disci
plines. The chapter then examines conditions, both culturat and social
structural, that cor:ld lead to serious transformation of the.system. This
final section of the chapter is speculative, reþing in part on interpolation
oftrends.

The Discþlinø.ry Sytem
For the last cenfixry, the Iist of disciplines has been remarkably con-

stant. The departmental structure of the American university has re-
mained largeþ unchanged since its crearion ben¡¿een r89o and r9ro. Bi-
ology, it is true, has fractured into a number of departments, a differen-
tiation produced by the immense resources flowing into biological re-
search. But in the humanities and social sciences, rhe departrnental map
has shown only marginal change in the last sixty to eighty years. In the
humanities, the only major changes are the astonishingly slow withering
of Classics and the intermittent appearance of Linguistics and Compara-
tive Literature. In the social sciences) too) there is little change : merger
or separation of some departrnents at some places and times, the occa-
sional appearance of Statistics and Linguistics among the social sciences,
but [tde else. Moreover, the relative proportions of university facr¡lties in
these departrnents are surprisingly stable, although the steady increase of
applied or semiapplied fields-Education, Communication, Business,
Accounting, Engineering, and so on-has made the traditional liberal
arts and sciences faculty a smaller proportion of the whole (Veyse¡
reó5).

This enduring social stmcÍrre of acadernic labor is intemationally
unique. The departrnental stnrcture within universities appeared only in
America, although since midcentury it has gradually spread elsewhere.
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fuH:9 within the patronage strucrure of a particurar cotege, a srn¡cft,,ereaching into secondary schoors, the variousprofessions, tni .iw service,the church, and the other colleges of the universities themselves. such ca_reers involved no formar credentialing until quite recently. rii'¿irririo'of labor'wrth respecr to knowredg. *i, di.t"tËd ress by " .**. of dis_
lltina than by tlre conrent of the 

'ndergraduate honors examinations.since these were not standardized levei between oford and cam-bridge) and bore littre reration to research fields, they pråJJ.a rinr.foundation for the development of disciplines (Green, ,n)n, norirUl".r,rsó8).
In the united Srares, a pecuriar conjuncnrre fostered the growth ofacademic disciplines as sociJ structures. îir.a, ", in Germany the univer-sities were numerous and decentr

in which the modem disciplines w
expanding rapidly. Third, as part of
professio,ns began to view arts and
professional schooling. All these forces together meant that Americanr¡niversities had schoors of arts and sciences that were rapldry expanding
lut thal lacked any rear intemal stru*ure. rn r. *o. .ì1.;¿iä be un-dergraduate educationar institutions on the British -odei lbrrt or, " -o.hlarger scale) at the same time as they were to be graduate research insti-tutions on rhe German model. The dual firnctiãns .,tã t"p¿ s."rrt,made some sort of intemal
the European u¡riversities
American u¡riversities compromise
The Ph.D. degree, borrowed. from
thing'" This specific discrplinary degree provided a medium of exchangebetween parricular subunits "i ¿iá.r.* u¡riversities. There was thuscompleted a subsystem of structu-res
ties iltemally r"hí. -- zrng uruversr-

ity externall¡ u.*. cereer mobil-
mentalization of the uni
ptinary societies (Oleson

The extraordinery res
ciplines lies in its duar institutionali zation. on the one hand, the disci_pLines constitute the macrosûucture
reers remain within discipline
other hand, the system consti
university. All arts and sciences facurries contain more or less the same

list of departrnents. This
the disciplinary system as
of their academic future.
here and there or perhap
Anthropology). But even
sources more than wilingness to chanenge fi:ndamental employrnentstructures. The serious challenges hz ,r..rly all failed. I

Moreover, the dual strucnre of disciprines implies rhat even were arl
olish one or another particular disci
t fill in the intellecnral (and curricu_

e system ofdisciplines, that is, could
or even several of its elements. fn re_

impossible levels of coordinarion.

on occurs because of immense in_

the role of disciplines in Americanstrucn'e_in jîJ:;:iååi¿:"r;îr*i1Ï
tion but ttre

'niversities h T:n*1. colleges and

plinarv majors house a large share orr:ndergradu"::rÏA*:::ir..r:î
ious the university, the greater this share. ,lid 

"-orrg -ora ,*d.lts, rrrearts and science majors remain the most prestigious ú rro, ,r...rr*ity tt .most popular.
ors spread very quickly at the tum
time as the departrnental system.
to be a cu¡e for the perceived. ex_

questioned. rndeed, it has never. r.rr"';:.li:ilr:i åffirìffi:.li:ar3cating$e undergraduate curriculuÅ on some basis åther than majorsraises- unthinkable questions about f".orty govemance and ad.ministra-tion' Most universities use student omb.rs t m"jors and in a.p*-.rr-tally administered sen¡ice courses to alrocate the most crucial resou¡ce of
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have been occasional attempts to get rid of
(Ellingson, r99j; see also Blumstein, r99o;
er).

Discþlines also serve important general culturat flrncrions for aca-
demics. (Their more specific crftural characteristics are described in the

o\vs
and
aco

They provide a specific tradition and lineage . They provide corìmon sers
of research practices that unify groups with diverseìubstantive interests.
Often
is not arbitrarY' What matters

tion o but rather the legitima_

In summary, disciplines as social strucrures are extremely solid be-
cause they are based on an organizational form-the departrnent-that is
as essential to the universiry as it is to the discipline it embodies. The de-
Partrne rs and curriculum. Beyond indi-vidual crucial supporrs for and defini_
tion of

Caltarøl Structure
One of the things disciplines do not do

suaints on the kinds of knowledge possibl
reality, within the social sciences at least,

kind is met in nearly all social sciences. Take methodology, for example.
All the social sciences have quantitative research communities, although
the one in anthropology is quite small. Sociology, psychology, and, sur-
prisingl¡ economics all have traditions of experimental investigation.
Ethnography is done by anthropologists, sociologisrs, and political scien-
tists. Archival and other historical work is done in every social science
butpsychology.

Tuming to bodies of theory every social science but psychology has
some version of Manrism. Every social science but economics has flirted
with psychoanalysis. Every social science but anthropology has some
kind of rational choice research tradition. Every social science but eco-
nomics has a nerwork analysis tradition. And so on. .{nd so on. To be
swe, the social science disciplines have axes of unity and characteristic
types of work. But these axes are all of different kird"; rhey are not
aligned hierarchically as are rfiose of the natural sciences. Anttropology
is largeþ organized aror¡nd a method (ethnography), political icience
around a type of relationship (pôwer), economics arou¡rd a theory of ac-
tion (choice r¡nder constraint and uncertainty), and sociology around an
archipelago of particular subject matters. As a result, there is very little to
keep the social sciences our of each othefs intellectual hair. The situation
is even worse in the humanities with their hazier disciplinary cultu¡es.
Indeed the last twenty years have seen the humanists reinvent a grear
deal of qualitative social science. The blu¡rt fact is that if we ignore a few
markers like standard citations and rhetorical genres, the disciplinary ori-
gin of a prrtig¡l* piece of writing is often not very easy to predict.

In addition, there is in the social sciences a set of cultu¡al stmcrures
that tend to drive all social sciences into one anothet's backìrards. Much
of social science (and of the humanities as well) is organized around a set
of basic distinctions. lhese distinctions are familiar-enough: positivism
versus interyretation, narrative versus analysis, realism versus construc-
tionism, and so on. what is unusual about them is trrat they function in a
fractal manner. That is, they repeat within themselves at finer and finer
levels. so we might think of history as based broadly on a narrative con-
ception ofsocial life and sociology, say, as based on an analytic one. But
within each discipline there are both narrative and analytic research tradi-
tions, and indeed, within each one of those traditions there are narrative
and analytic strands and so on. The positivism versus inte¡pretation frac-
tal that is usually thought to divide quantitative from quaritative socio-
logical work is repeated right down to the bowels of quantitative work,
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where survey directors argue about questionnaire design with the same
positivism-versus-inte¡pretation language that they use in other contexts
to divide themselves from the ethnography they deplore. These fractal
distinctions are generally quite old. Most of them have been around at
least since the celebratçdMøtbodmsneit of the German universities in the
late nineteenth century. C. P. Snov/s "two cultures', argument capflües a
later instantiation of them. As Snor¡/s tide implied thèy have usually
been construèd as eitherþr dichotomies. This is mistaken. It is preciseþ
their fractal character-ttreir ability to be scaled to any size-that makes
them so usefi:I. In negotiating the complexities of social scientific and
humanistic knowledge, it is extremely helpfi:l to have a dichotomy like
positivism versus inteçpretation, because it saves our having to remember
the exact degree of positivism of any scholarly group. We sirnply argue
with any particular individual about the relative merits of positivism until
we figure out exactly where he is placed relative to ourselves in the pro-
liferating fracral tree, just as if we were talking to a distant cousin and
figr:nng out exactly who is the common ancestor and whether we are in
the same generation. The indexicality of these distinctions thus encapsu-
lates huge systems of knowledge in compact form. But it also generates
endless misunderstandings. For without that extended argument, we
read words like 'þositivism" and <intelpretation', as meaning whatever
they mean in ou¡ local communities, even while the writers who use
them may mean quite different things, having in mind quite different
communities.

Diachronically, rhese distinctions reappear endlessly, with quite dis-
tinctive consequences. New generations are always using the same old
debates to generate "ne\tr/'paradigms. But these then en{ up dividing
within themselves to produce the same old debates again. This means an
immense amount of rediscovery (consider the number of articles entitled
"bringing the X back in") and an equally immense (and equally conf,r-
ing) amount of renaming.

of course trese processes work separateþ in the several disciplines.
But they have a centrifugal tendency. They tend to spread academics out
over an extended turf. Moreover, the fact that all the disciplines tend to
work with a common heritage of such distinctions means that even
starting in very different places and organizing themselves around differ-
ent principles they have importanr corìmonalities. Every single social
science discipline has internal debates about positivism/interpretation,
narrative/analysis, and so on. The narrative/analytic debate may look very

different in economics, anttropologf, and English. But undemeath all
the surface differences it is quite similar.

The endless proliferation of these distinctions within disciplines,
coupled with the relatively arbitrary directions and topics around which
the disciplines v/ere initially organized, means that most disciplines end
up overlapping a great deal in terms of subject matter, theories, and
methodologies. Usually overlaps of these varying kinds are not simulta-
neorrs) however. So economists and sociologists both write about pov-
erty, but say different kinds of things. The ¡vo fields share many meth-
odologies, but apply them to different areas. As a result, to the outsider
(certainly to the poor r:ndergraduates sining in our dasses) it seems that
there is an immense amount of reciprocal ignorance among the humani-
ties and social sciences; simply imagine what different things one would
hear going to classes on poverty in the different disciplines) even though
they are all talking about more or less the same phenomenon and using
more or less the same underlying fractal distinctions.

In summary the cultural system of the disciplines has a number of in-
temal forces propelling it toward an extraordinary degree of proliferation
and consequent overlap. The disciplinary fixity seen by so many propo-
nents of interdisciplinarity is and long has been a mirage. As cultural sys-
tems the disciplines are astonishingly diverse intemally, and that diversiry
so spreads them out into each other that to imagine that there are explicit
disciplinary turfs is to make a profound mistake.

Interdiscþlinarity
Given the first two pieces of my pvzzle, the third should come as no

. qurprise . If the social strucû;re of disciplines appears nearþ etched in
'ítone while their cultu¡al strucnrre floats fairþ free and flexible, then
there shor:ld be a long history of concern with relations between disci-
plines. Why dont ttrey talk moref Why don't they merge ) Despite the re-
cent hullabaloo, this issue too is a very old one. Indeed a serious concem
for interdisciplinarity is about as old as the disciplines themselves. The
first OED quotation for "interdisciplinarity'' is in rg3z. But the Social
Science Research Cor:ncil and the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Founda-
tion were already focused on the problem of eliminating barriers between
the social sciences by the mid-rgzos Thus, in the 1934 ten-year review of
the SSRC: 'The füuncil has felt a primary concem with the in-
ter-discipline or interstitial project for the reason that new insights into
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social phenomena, new problems, new methods leading to advances in
tlre scientific quality of social investigation, cross-fertilizaton of the so-
cial disciplines, \ry'ere thought more likely to emerge here than from work
in tÏe center of established fields where points of view and problems and
methodology have become relatively fixed' (Fisher, rggJi 35; SSRC,
rg3+; 6, ro). At the time that sentence was written (a decade after the
foundation of the SSRC), the oldest specialized disciplinary associations
in the social sciences-the American Historical Association and Ameri-
can Economic Association-were just nvo professional generations old
about fifty years. The America¡ Political Science Association, the Ameri-
can Anthropological Association, and the American Sociological Associa-
tion were all oniy a single generation old about thirty years. Nor were
any of these, except perhaps the historians, tn:ly stable disciplines-
disciplines complete with joumals, undergraduate majors, uniformly in-
dependent departrnents, and national disciplinary labot markets-before
World War I. In reality, the concem for interdisciplinarity emerged con-
temporaneously with, not after, the disciplines. There was no long proc-
ess of ossification; the one bred the other almost immediately.

,{s it tumed out, SSRC-based interdisciplinarity was somet}ring of a
disappointment. Everyone approved of it, from the sociological purist
Louis Wirth to the activist Robert Lynd, but no one really thought it a
possibiliry, particr:larly not without strong foundations in the disciplines.
Nonetheless, interdisciplinarism got another push from úre war, which
mixed the various social sciences indiscriminarely in the OSS and other
agencies. Psychology and psychoanalysis provided one of the strong
bases for interdisciplinariry in this era (probably because half of Ameri-
can social scientists were in analysis and the otÌ-rer half were reading
about it). The "cultu¡e and personality'' school-reaching its apogee in
Ruth Benedicts Pø.tterns of Culøre-was a product of this era of interdis-
ciplinarity. After the war, in one of the stranger rwists of interdiscipli-
nariry, the MIT rybernetics groupr with a strong assist from the Macy
Foundation, pushed control theory as a unifying interdisciplinary para-
digm, plugging into the core of the culture and personaliry Soup-
Margaret Mead, Lawrence Frank, and Gregory Bateson. Talcott Par-
sons's general theory of action was yet anorher totalizing interdiscipli-
nary paradigm of that period.'

Nonetheless, the r95os apparently sav/ some rerreat for interdiscipli-
narity, perhaps because the extraordinarily rapid expansion of academia
in that decade created disciplinary positions for all new Ph.D.s and fo-

cused attention on the home disciplines. Elizabeth Bott remarked in
Fmnily ønd. Sociøl Netwmh:'Ten years ago interdisciplinary research was
very much in vogue. But now its value is often questioned panly be-
cause it has proved difficult to coordinate interdisciplinary group proj-
ects, pardy too because such projects have not always produced the spec-
tacular integration of results that was expected" (Bott, 1957: 3ó). The
r9óos were, however, an interdisciplinary bonanza, as the modemization
paradigm swept development studies in anthropology, sociologl, eco-
nomics, and political science. Enormous mr:ltidisciplinary teams took on
major problems, often the very questions that had driven the first wave
of interdisciplinarity et SSRC in the rgzos: population, area studies, agri-
culture, development, and similar topics. At the same time, moreover,
the first glimmerings of social science history appeared, and by the mid-
rgTos a broad and interdisciplinary "historic tum" was under way
throughout the social sciences.'

Quantitative measures, so far as we have them, show the same con-
stancy to interdisciplinarity. The frequency of tides including the word
"interdisciplinarlP in the Social Sciences Citation Index appears to be
more or less constant over the last forty years.

Thus, interdisciplinarity has a long and more or less stable history. It
has always seemed like a revolution manqué. Everybody always thinl<s it
is a great thing, but nobody has figured out a way to make it work as a
formalized, permanent sû:rrcn rre.

Tbø Discþlinøry Ditision of Løbor
A long historical process has thus resr:Ited in a more or less steady,

institutionalized structu¡e in American academia: a social strucü.lre of
flexibly stable disciplines, to which is attached an extremely complex and
loose cr:ltural structure of disciplines, the whole permeated by a perpet-
ual hazy bvz,z of interdisciplinarity. We must now ask why that system
seems so indestructible. As we shall see, the crucial forces involved are of
th¡ee kinds. There are pressures keeping the disciplines from amalga-
mating and growing larger. There are also pressures that keep them from
subdividing to grow smaller. Finall¡ there is the comparative weakness
of the competitive pressure from other structures serving the same kinds
of functions. A first set of preserving forces arise in the general cultural
functions of disciplines. For example, I noted that disciplines legitimate
partial knowledge, reducing the insufferable welter of learning into com-
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prehensible traditions. The reality is that excessive size would wentually
overwhelm scholars'ability to command the material of their fields; there
is an obvious problem ofoverload. This is one consistent cultural force
pressing to keep disciplines to a "reasonable" size.

By contrast, the identity fi¡nctions of disciplines maintain the system
because the disciplines are so much better at them than the competition.
I have noted that ilisciplines provide models of leaming and images of
coherent discou¡se. Without them, an important sector-probably the
most importafit-of American intellecnral life would lose definition and
stabiJiry. On this argument, disciplines suwive because they offer clear
and more or less stable career identities to ttre intellecnrally ambitious.
Of cou¡se such an argument e4plains smrcrures only if altemative struc-
tures afe lacking or uncompetitive. But there are in truth few altemative
sources for these intellecnral identities. With the exception of the ptint
and screen media there is no other focal point for intellectual tife in
America. Like interdisciplinary studies, the media world turns its subjects
over much faster than does departrnent¡lized academia, forcing its mem-
bers to redefine themselves faster than their academic brett¡ren. More-
over, the media world is somewhat smaller, and its denizens have less di-
rect control of their conditions of production than do academics. AII of
this makes media intellectualism a higher risk matter and defines aca-

demic life with its inevitable disciplines as ttre stable fou¡rdation for in-
tellecnrals in America. In this sense, disciplines work better than their
main compedtor, or, put better, they divide the fi:nction of supporting
intellectual life, providing the larger, Iow-risk for:ndation, whjle direct
intellecnral work in the media provides a smaller, higher-risk suPersû:uc-
nue.

It should be noted too that a surprising amount of media content in
elite venues comes in fact from people with some sort of academic ap-
pointment. For many such writers, academia rePresents social strucn:ral
stabiJity. Because of tenure, academic positions are sinecures: firm posi-
tions with but few fixed demands. They permit exuaordinary roaming
both within and beyond the cr:ltural realm of academia. Thus disciplines
combi¡e the solidity of academic appoinunents with a nearly unlimited
cultu¡al purview. Indeed the cultural system of academia, with its per-
petual fractal redefinitions, is iaelf ideally suited to career-building, even
within academia alone. The systematic drift of fractals gives to each gen-
eration the pleasure of overnrming its elders, yet does not iri any way
fundamentally change the basic repertoire of ideas. Cumulation is deftly

avoided by peqpetual redefinition, and young people are thus vimrally
guâranteed successfi.il generational tumover. Yet the foundational tools
with which this work is done never change much, so the disciplines re-
tain ttre best of what they uncover.

The strong overlap between disciplines also means that the disci-
plines can peryetually renew and challenge each other. They are too big
to ignore each other completeþ, yet too small to overwhelm each other.
Career interests again are crucial to this cu¡ious linkage' Scholars who
may seem to be in the hinterlands or backwaters of their home disci-
plines are often cheek by jowl with the leaders of other disciplines and
hence in a position to borow from them higtly developed techniques
that can reroute their own mainstreams. The flood of dr:¡ational methods
through the quantitative social sciences) and of anthropological theory
and demographic methods through history, followed this panem. Disci-
plines thus rejuvenate each other by a system of reciprocal theft that is fa-
cilitated by disciplinary overlap.* And this occurs through a system that
provides adventurous intellects with a built-in way to excel-as interdis-
ciplinary bricoleu¡s.

Disciplines also to some extent correct one anothet's absurdities'
Economics and sociolory, for example, have a rather curious reciprocal
relationship in areas in which they copenetrate) as in studies of labor
markets and human capital. Economists are usually clearer and more rig-
orous about ttreir theories of labor market activity. Sociologists are usu-
ally more carefi:l about data. The ¡vo criticize each other effectively. A
similar reciprocal criticism has developed benveen anthropology and his-
tory for the last rwo decades. Again this system of correction probably
works as well as it does because the disciplines are largè but not too
large. If they were tiny, they wor:ld affect only adjacent grouPs, and ma-
jor ideas would take longer to percolate through the system. If they were
large, there would not be enough independent bases within which to
nurnlre new ideas.

There are other reasons why disciplines are unlikely to collapse into
each other. Central to this separation is what we might call the mis-
alignment of the disciplines. As I noted earlier, each major academic dis-
cipline has an axis of cohesion. In the humanities and social sciences,
these axes are not aligned as they are in the natu¡al sciences, where they
make a natural hierarc\ of generality. Quite the contrary. Consider the
disciplines interested in culture. The heat of anthropology is its method'
ethnography. The heart of cultural studies is the conception of text,
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which derives from its parent disciplines in literary studies. The political
scientists writing about culture are shaped by their discipline's central al-
legiance to the phenomenon of power. There is thus no naturally "con-
centric" way for the boundaries of these disciplines to fi.t together, as

would be the case in biochemistry or physical chemistry. They can easily
get in each othefs wa¡ but they can't merge.

There are thus a large variety of forces keeping the disciplines from
becoming too big. There are also a variety of ways in which a disciplinary
knowledge system ouçerficrms its most obvious comDetitors. what re-
mains, however, is to understand why disciplinary knowledge doesn't
come apert i¡to smaller units, either tfuough disciplinary specialization
or through the problem-oriented stnrcírre that is the vision of most pro-
ponents of interdisciplitt.tity.

Of course, the beginnings of an argument against this interdiscipli-
nary restructuring lie in the historical record; if interdisciplinarity were
going to reorganize the university it would have done so lóng ago' Inter-
disciplinarity correlates not with change in university strucflrre, but with
stabiliry. But there is another characteristic of interdisciplinarity that
makes it unlikely to drive structural change. Interdisciplinarism has gen-
erally been problem-driven, and problems generally have their own life
rydes. Most of ttrem come from ttre political system, wittr its short-term
imagination. Indeed in the last thirry years the typical problem-driven
interdisciplinary enthusiasm has lasted a considerably shorter time than a

fi¡ll academic career. It thus does not provide a good foundation for life-
time uaining or career building. There is ample evidence that prob-
lem-oriented empirical work does not create enduring, self-reproducing
communities like disciplines except in areas with stable and strongly in-
stitutionalized erctemal clienteles like criminology. Even there, the status
differences seem to keep the disciplines in superior Power. Criminology
departrnents hi¡e from sociolory departments, but seldom vice versa.

Two other factors help prevent problem-driven interdisciplinarity
from changing disciplinary strucÍue. First, there is the stability of the
academic labor market. It is true that if the academic labor market were
completely problem-driven, disciplines might fail. But undergraduate
education is generally not problem-driven and it-not graduate educa-
tion or research-is the driving consideration in the staffing of contem-
porary American r:niversities. As long as liberal education through ma-
jors remains a central goal in American undergraduate education, faculty
wi-ll be hired to teach within the majors that their disciplines define .

But second there are far more research problems than there are disci-
plines-so many, in fact, that a university organized around problems of
investigation would be hopelessly batkanized. (Bear in mind, vis-à-vis an
earlier argument, that such balkan "disciplines" would be quite able to

þore all but their immediate neighbors.) Furthermore, there do exist
bodies of knowledge that can be used to add¡ess many different substan-
tive problems. Such problem-ponable knowledge is precisely what disci-
plines generate. To be sure, anv pa:ticr:lar disciplinary knowledge works
better with some problems than with others: hence the practical impor-
tance of interdisciplinarity. But an academic system based merely on
problems-with Ph.D.s only in fields like women's studies' Povenry
sflrdies, American sftidies, urban studies, population studies, criminol-
ogy, and Asian-American studies-would be hopelessly duplicative and
would obviously require far more "interdisciplinaritt'' than does the cur-
rent one. The reality is that problem-based knowledge is insufficiendy
abstract to suwive in competition with problem-portable knowledge. As
Lynd and others recognized long ago, interdisciplinary studies are ulti-
mately dependent on specialized disciplines to generate new theories and
methods. Interdisciplinarity presupposes disciplines.

To all these other forces supporting the continuation of disciplines
we may add a final one. No one, in reality, has any serious alternative to
ttre present system. It is true that some universities see the majority of
their active intellectual life vanish from departrnents into centers. This
happens in universities with large quantities of intellectually inactive fac-
ulty, where the intellecnrally active have to reaffange their [ves locally to
make exciting homes for themselves. But even these faculty keep their
roots in the departrnents, and no one-absolutely no one-has a com-
prehensive model for curriculum that does not involve departrnents. Pure
vocationalism is one such model, as IA/e shall see. But the forces arrayed
against it are very sûong. The reality is that at Present nobody has

thought up another organizational structure that can pull as many differ-
ent pieces together as does the departrnent/disciplinelmajot structure.

In summary, there are many forces conducing to keep the disciplinary
system the way it is. The humanities and social science disciplines per-
form ttreir fi:nction of knowledge generation reasonably well. They
would get worse at it if they were much larger or much smaller. There is
no large and stable for:ndation for American intellecnral life outside of
universities, the only real competitor being the higher risk arena of media
work and publishing, and disciplinary academics manage in any case to
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get a fair amount of air time in media venues without the occupationarrisls involved' A variety of forces-boah .".."r.stru6ures and cuttu¡arones-keep the disciprines from collapsing into each oth.r, *hiL the de-pendence of problem-based. research ån 
"'.o.rtirroorrs flo* of ,rew theoryand methods ens'res that the interdisciprinary world cannot survivewrlhout fust-quality discrplinary training. 

-A. pr.r*, .h. ;;;;; r"._,to have an ext¡aordfurary resilie¡rce

Discþlines in. the Fatare
In order to think about the possibility of radical change in the disci-plinary mao,¿ it is necessary to think 

"boot ,o*.es foi that change.These are of nvo kinds: intemal, intellecn¡at ones and externar, sociarstrucn¡ral ones.
The first are fewer and simpler.

of the fractal distinction ,yrt.- ,h"
so
see
of
interdiscþlinaril¡ because, as I have noted interdisciplinarity is just astanding u/ave set uo by the disciplinary system and coextensive with it.canon destruction àoes matter within disciplines, because if studentsdont leam the repenoire of fractal distin tions they don't have the basicmaterial for career production, and if they don3t i.* ,o-. ca'on litdoesn't mafter what) disciplines lose the historicist cohesion of a set of

u read in graduate school, and one
pug if disciplines

erves. But r-..,h?Htråïî;
using the same ord rralar *,*.o"*-î!?ïåtifftIå:1Hi äîf.basic repertoire will be lost.

Moreover, for any one canon_less
pressures maintaining it in its
place, it is ha¡d to spread. out
canons ofs
plines, and
them, acros

aÐ' borrowers dremselves have very little interest in disciplinary merging.
Quite the contrary. Few of those who serl rational choìce outside eco-

ject all the prior evidence to that effect and at the same time to show that

offractal positions cu:rently in existence relate
can imagine such a means of revolution) none-
veryrurlikeþ.
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H1i1ïj:Ti'iî T+:": much deep structu¡at change. At the same

"Tåålll1*::åîl*gycareers,¡,i."r*,"ry;;ï;;ä"",t*Pa_ T.auress followed by responsibb ;;;;A final source for change in the culturar ,*'*. of discþlines iscommodification' Bv embodþg large amounts of discþrinary knàwredgein ponable fo,m, .o'**odifi."tlor, ãor¡ld soike a serious brow at the dis-ciplinary system, at the least, reducing its size and extent. There are manyexamples. Inferential statistics was ãrmed .

avaitÀle canned compurer prosrams . "ïå:'ilåiïJt #:lIcutting-edge statistics-was *ta.iy ava'abre t9 and *id.ry *.d;; profes-sional academics who h:g faidy;argrnar understandings of its marhemat-ical. and computational for¡ndationí g"* ahose who understood. these
:j:TT"-t ":? *.L*ere led by the pressure of low_quatiry com-peürors to extend their eff¡rts rhrough shop-6"r.¿ divisions oiuuá, *i,ta consequent loss of control. As new statistical techniques ._.rg;, ,h.ymade the move from esoteric artisanal status to exoteric commoditiesyuch mgre quickly. fu a resurt of alr this, the discipline of statistics is nolonger the site of mosr statisticar 

".r"tyrir,ì development that has beenparalleled in operations research. ¡"t ínt. it may have reduced the sizeand dominance of statistics as a discipline, commodification did nor de-stroy it.
we now face commodification on trre qualitative side. New tech-niques for qualitative data search m

or^that topic child's play; übrarians
ettorts. Ffere too we have an old ex
reference system was commodified

the resultant vacuity of law reyiews
But f remain unpersuad.ed that

tending what knowledge workers
numbers of them out ofwork.

It is much more likely that change in discþrinary systems might come

from chaages in the rurderlþg sociar structure of which they are a pan.
some ofthese changes have to do with the immediate .xperieáce of every-
day academic life, others with broader social trends. Many of them have
their roots in technological changes in one way or another.

A first broad family of changes invorves aansformations of the educa-
tional system' Americans are spending ronger and longer periods in the
educational system. The vast majority of the pop,latiol cåmpletes high
school, even within severely deprived demo-grãphi. grorrpr. Even by
comparison with thirty years ago, much less firty oirurråttty-five, far
larger percentages of students are gorng on to college and i¡rdeá to posr-
graduate education. These trends havehad enornous effects on tre uni_
versity' which has in one cenfi''y changed from a specialty institution for
elites to a mainline institution for the mass. As a result universities are
subject to political and economic pressures quite uadreamed heretofore.
. A consequence of this, and of concomitant changes in the labor force,
is that higher educarion is providing a far targei percentage of skilrs
taining than it did before. This change is of course evident in"the rise of
the comm'nity college sector and the expansion of vocational majors
throughout the system as a whole. At thã same time, the commercial
world itself is spending an enonnous amo'nt on training in-house, with
l.b:dgo no\¡/ surpassfg that of higher education. ThJs, not only has
higher education been forced to become more of a vocational irutitution,
it has also become only one among severar sites of vocational ed.ucation.
In part, this is a mafte.of ren"ming The porytechnics and vo-techs and.
normal schools of bygone years are .ro- 

"]l r.n"-ed universities. But the
elite university sector has not been immr¡ne. The drift toward vocation-
alist majors in elite urriversities is quite strong. '?re-med' paved the wa¡
followed by'þre-lau/' and now ecãnomics q : *pre-business").

.so one major change in the university in the rast ñfty years is massifi-
cation, which has to a considerable extent redefined the rrnirrersity as
market-driven service organization. A second broad change is the move
of capitalism-and of a capitaristic conception of intellectiar property-
deep into the academic world. This is oi.o*r. familiar .rro.rgh^ in the
sciences, where its roots go back to the beginning of this ...r*rli But the
social sciences and perhaps even tfie humanities-are ,ro* .oÁg u,'d.,
the shadow as well. Like the cornmons of earþ modem Engraíd, aca-
demic knowledge is essentially an enorrno's public ,.ro*ä that the
commercial secror will sim¡ry daim as properry ib.."*. no one else has)
or buy up at cheap rares- one -ight thiok ttr"t interpretations of Locke
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and weber will hardly command such attention, but the rise of com-
modified Internet-based curriculum wilt in fa.t push the process of own-
ership far into such areas. To be sure) corilnercializatiãn of academic
knowledge is hardly new. commodified curricurum has been wittr us for
centuries in the guise of textbooks, and the managed. textbooks tåat have
become standard h J"rg: fierds have long been *rl*.n by marketing. But
there a1e many texrbooks, whereas theie are rikery to úe far fewer ver-
sions of mr:ltimedia or Net-based courses. so the d"ng., of control is far
greater, a¡rd the implications for the disciprinary system perhaps grearer.'l--^ The higher education system of the Ûnited states rhus seems rarher' likely to divide into two basic parrs. There will be a fairþ small group.of
elite universities and colleges-perhaps forry to fifty, .#"irrty ie* than
one hund¡ed-providing most graduate education in the humanities and
social sciences and elite undergraduate education in all fields. some of
these will be the remaining handfi¡l of private colleges rhat continue to
specialize in liberal educarion, colleges that offer excellent educations,
good social connections, and degrees we[ known to gatekeepers in post-
graduate admissions. others in this group will be-multip^rrrpor. ,,",.
universities in states wealthy enough to support at least one first-class in-
stitution beyond trreir (more poritic important) second- and third-tier
irutitutions. These first-class state instituãons will probably have elite
honors colleges that mimic, to the exrent they can, *re nigh_priced pri_
vate colleges. The rest of this group-probably the -ajotity är i.-*ru
comprise elite private universities, whose rather lacklusi., .ffi"* ". .--dergraduate education are offset by magnificent sttrdent bodies, name
recognition, and social connecrions. Sheer financiar power will give the
elite privates the pick of faculty.

The rest of American higher education, pa:ticr:Iarþ at the under-
graduate level, will look quite different. It will employ large amounts ofoff-the-shelf screen- and Net-based curriculum, ;th the- local f".,rlty
probably shifting strongly in the di

, search, gurding the studentst !ry. prepared. For this and
hired by the course or in other nonüaditional fashions. The lowered ne_cessity of course-deveropmenr and lecturing wil probably resrft inenough shifting of faculty effcrt to undercur .h. n..å fo, gráduate pro-
grams in such institutions, which have
sively as peonage teaching operations. (
duction of academics, which has been

bolrg cheap teaching.) Most of the undergraduate educarion in this
part of the system will be-indeed already is-frankly vocational. Stu-
dents will still live at such universities-the main pu{pose of college has
after all been social rather than educational for many years-but they will
effectively get distance leaming once they get there.

In the hard sciences, whose finances are considerably influenced by
pork ba:rel politics and direct industry investrneng the differentiation be-
tween r:niversities will be less. Indeed, science money will to some extent
mitigate the pressures ro cur faculty spending that will sweep the system
with the spread of high-quality off-the-shelf teaching materials. A glance
at cturent figures on scientific dollars in universities shows that this
source of firnds buoys many universities of little renown in humanities
and social sciences. fndeed, one of the Iikeþ outcomes of the growth of
direct industry and government investrnent is a differentiation of univer-
sities in terms of their concentration in the sciences (which get such
frrnds) and the humanities and social sciences (which do not).

This differentiation of levels of universities could falter if faculty seize
the initiative and use the new curricular materials to generate a new con-
ception of education. This is possible but quite unlikely. older facr:tty
are stuck in their ways. Yor:nger talent is not heading into academia at
anything like the rate that it did in the r9óos, and when it does it follows
the lead of its teachers, for whom intellectualism comes before innovative
teaching. It is quite possible that all the major innovarions in teaching
will come from the commercial sector, which will view higher educa-
tion-as it has already viewed social service, health, and other eleemosy-
nary activities-as a region for easy profit through downsizing and ex-
plicit product differentiation. The American higher education outlay is
after all a quarter of a trillion dollars a year; the commercial sector has

¡þe necessary money, talent, and desire to take it over. It is extremely
unlikely that this takeover will be seriously challenged by faculty, in the
sense of traditionally educated researchers organzedinto academic disci-
plines. of cou¡se individual f".ulty will play crucial roles. "Great lec-
nueP tapes already abound, as do various institutional marketing schemes
designed to make money from faculty ideas. Bug as a whole, faculty will
probably do linle. As a resuft, the medical care system is probably our
best prediction for the academic futu¡e : a small, extremeþ elite and high-
quality sector that looks like the "uaditional system, coupred to a ra-
tionalized and decentralized mass sector based on subcontracting, effi-
ciency, and explicit productivity measures.
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Disciplines will survive in the elite secror. Firsg like all commercial
idea systems, råe new educationafvocational training sysrem will need
its ideas to come from somewhere, and there is tto obrrio* better model
for generating new ideas-or at least new representatioris of ideas-than
the cu:rent elite academic system with its diìciplinary foundations. sec-
ond' since a large porrion of the elite system is private, it is far more con-
trolled by its faculty than is the nonelite system. This too will give f".olty
resources with which ro protecr the disciplinary system. Thirq and quitê
curiousl¡ the massification of the whole system has greatly increased the
importance of diploma name recognition, with the-inevitable d¡amatic
rise in undergraduate applications to the elite schools. This, roo, purs
those schools ¡n a position of financial, and hence intellectual power.
r{ence their faculties will be in an even stronger position to leaã their
disciplines. Finall¡ at the'ndergraduate level, the èlites focus on general
education, which is r¡nmeasu¡able and hence an urrtikely basis for-profit.
There is thus less attraction for invasion by the commercial sector, with
its various threats to disciplines.

The overall consequences of this bifi¡rcation of the academic sysrem
for the disciplinary sysrem seem considerable. outside the elite levél the
social structu¡al foundations of disciplines are sreadily eroding, both in
terms of the emplopnent relation and more importantly in terms of the
curriculum. There is a steady pressr''e from the private sector for a more
vocational emphasis, and there will soon be prèssure to let the private
sector take over the "measurable-outcome," profitable parts of education,
just as it has already done in medicine an¿ sociat service. (Language edu-
cation is an obvious example-far more efüciently accomplished úy pro-
fessional language insrrucrors than by hag-ridden graduaìe students in-
terested in literary studies.) There is to be sure an enonnous inertia in
the mass system: administrative systems in place, tenu¡ed facr:Ity with
decades of service ahead, and so on. But the same was t:ue of medical
care, which has been completely reorganized in two or three decades. It
seems inevitable that we will see a much smaller portion of mass educa-
tional system r¡nder the direct control of disciplinary academics than is
now, bearing in mind that the present level has faflen from a high point
sometime earlier in the century. Disciplines won,t vanish from Ãe mass
T-":r:i.y' but they could become relativeþ much less important in it.
Discþline faculty in such u¡riversities could come to ràemble high
school teachers more tÌran they do research r:niversity facurty. Indeed, in
many ways, they already have.
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ties r, but su¡prisingl¡ despitethe seem relativeþfew forces
pushing to abolish them as a curricular structure .t

Necs most novel product. And another might emerge through organtza-
tion of the vast structures of training within the commercial world itself, aI-
though the growth of firm-based education will r¡rtimat"ly b. Iimited (as it
already is to some extent) by the problem that firms cannot recoup their in-
vestments without placing impossible restrictions on interfirm mobiJity.
There will thus be continued e4pansion of intellecnral environments out-
side the university and the disciplines. But the disciplines will remain with
us, and the intemal organization of universities will continue to have a
s¡.ong discþlinary basis for ar least the next fifty years.

Notes

z. For wirth's view, see wirth (1937: r4iff). A rou¡rdtable on social sciences
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